Differential student attrition and differential exposure mask effects of problem-based learning in curriculum comparison studies.
Studies that compare the effects of problem-based and conventional medical curricula on student performance generally show no significant differences. However, curriculum comparison studies are at best quasi-experimental, so they are prone to forms of selection bias. The purpose of this study was to reanalyze data from such comparisons by controlling for two potential biases: differential student attrition and differential exposure. The authors reanalyzed 104 previously published comparisons involving a single, problem-based medical school in the Netherlands (Maastricht University's medical school), using student attrition and study duration data from this school and the schools with which it was compared. The authors removed bias by reequalizing the comparison groups in terms of attrition and study duration. The uncorrected data showed no differences between problem-based and conventional curricula: Mean effect sizes as expressed by Cohen d were 0.02 for medical knowledge and 0.07 for diagnostic reasoning. However, the reanalysis demonstrated medium-level effect sizes favoring the problem-based curriculum. After corrections for attrition and study duration, the mean effect size for knowledge acquisition was 0.31 and for diagnostic reasoning was 0.51. Effects of the Maastricht problem-based curriculum were masked by differential attrition and differential exposure in the original studies. Because this school has been involved in many studies included in influential literature reviews published in the past 20 years, the authors' findings have implications for the assessment of the value of problem-based learning put forward by these reviews.